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MOVE TO EARN
Sylvania $SLY is the new move to earn Token which
will bring you more ways to earn money just by
biking, running or walking with friends or alone

https://slyvania.finance
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About Us
Sylvania Finance. The project is to protect investors and always exist in the crypto world
with high hype, In the first place, the aim of our project is to protect the investment of
our investors. The liquidity lock-in period will initially be locked for 1 year. Ownership of
other tokens has been relinquished. It exists when the liquid is opened after 1 year, it will
be locked again for 5 years. The developer team will invest in the opening together with
the investors and will not sell. 4% marketing 4% development 2% from purchases and
sales will be transferred to Liquidity.In the next stage, there will be nft market and stock
market listings. Sylvania Nfts that will be purchased from the Nft market will be able to
stake and earn Sylvania Tokens in return. We will offer our Nfts for sale in OpenOcean and
Rarible stores and add value to investors' Nft.
The first token in its field that pays dividends to its owner fully automatically with insight.
The property has been ceded by management in order to achieve full security and trust
among investors. On a long-term basis, investors have the opportunity to have a say in
how things should continue. To round it all off, a few features will be imported in order to
implement self-administration. We are not averse to spending several sums of money on
development. Blockchain is flexible and we go along with that. Come in and be welcome to
support Slyvania Finance.
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About $SLY NFT
Genre

We are not like other move to earn. We wanna have a the
hole sport Company. It will start with Bike, Jogging and
Swimming. After adopting we will go on to Inliner, Volleyball,
football and many more

Amount

The starting round will be 5555 Nft. You can buy and sell
every time.

Team Up

You will get the possibility to share your NFT up to 5 People
to get an extra boost for your movements. If you dont have a
NFT you can lent some and earn $SLYfor you and the owner.

NFT Upgrade
Special Events will Start on the Sylvania
Finance App where you can get special
Items
Merge NFT to level up your Move to earn
NFT
Every NFT will get up to 5 Slotse where you
can push your activities. LED stripes for the
night ride. This will be locked for 30 days on
your NFT
Buisness NFT for your company. Upgrade
your NFT for up to 500 People and you and
your company can earn passive with your
employes

Wallets

1. Stage
We will bring out Sylvania Wallet to track the
wallets, NFTs and rewards. Easy to handle with
some nice event features.
2. Stake
We will go Crosschain. Building automatic
tracking system to track your movements in
detail (roadmaps - Speed - Live follow). Sport
with partner to boost your nft up to 5 people
can use one nft

Sylvania Finance App
Our application is developing by our team, it can
be single user mode and multi user mode. We
allow active use, where groups can buy 1 nft
and the movement can always continue. After
renting Nft, the user will have infinite
movement space with 5 friends before it
expires.

Why choose us
You can't rug us. We are unruggable
We value the safety of our investors funds above everything else. That's why we took
the steps to ensure that our project is 100% safe and technically unruggable. The
initial liquidity is locked for 10 years.Every trade contributes towards autogenerating liquidity that goes into multiple pools used by exchanges.

Social Media
Telegram - https://t.me/SylvaniaFinance
Twitter - https://twitter.com/SylvaniaFinance
Reddit - https://www.reddit.com/user/SylvaniaFinance
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/SylvaniaFinance-102511532573553
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/sylvaniafinance/
Youtube - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzDFkxaf-ppgINmHmaBBfpA
TikTok - https://www.tiktok.com/@sylvania.finance

Tokenomics

Security, Locks & Transparency
We've learned from the past, other projects and have taken an approach that aims to
protect ourselves from malicious actors and human error. We are always transparent and
do what's best for the community and holders first, weighing in the long-term aspects of
the project.
NO DEV AND TEAM TOKEN
This project is community focused. Dev and the team don't have any tokens. They will
participate with everyone else in the launch

Security, Locks & Transparency
Team Vesting
The team allocation is vested over 10 months after a 2-month cliff and the distribution
ins based on the performance of each team member.

AUTO BOOST & HYPER DEFLATIONARY
This contract is built mathematically to do variable buybacks which adjust based on
volume in order to maintain stability

Burn
Sylvania hyper-deflationary tokenomics of $SYL means that the total supply will
continue to decrease over time.
The burn process will always be active and will be burned every day according to the
marketcap rate.

TOKENOMICS

AMOUNT

Team and Marketing

100.000.000.000 $SLY

Strategic Partner

100.000.000.000 $SLY

Move to earn Reward

300.000.000.000 $SLY

Liquidity

500.000.000.000 $SLY
Team Marketing
10%
Strategic Partner
10%

Liquidity
50%

Move to earn
30%

Voting with NFT Holder
The next step to get full trust and full Crowd working will
be a voting to for the next invest and steps

MARKETING & BUYBACKS
Marketing and development fee used for ongoing/future marketing, developing new
features, as well as augmenting the team to achieve the vision of the project
Ecosystem.
Buyback fee to allow for periodic re-purchasing and burning of the token to reduce the
circulating supply and drive up the price and keep token stability in place.

Strategy: Touch, Tell, Sell
Sylvania will be utilizing a well-known marketing strategy known as the ‘marketing
funnel’ in order to make its product line & token a success, and to ensure the growth of
the product, company and project. In order to feed this funnel, we create a couple of
different personas based upon generic data that is available about certain groups of
people. Each persona will get its own marketing funnel tweaked specifically to ensure
maximum conversions for that particular persona. Each marketing funnel is then broken
down into three parts: The top of the funnel (the touch phase), the middle of the funnel
(the tell phase), and the bottom of the funnel (the “sell'' phase).

Top Funnel Marketing - Touch Phase
At the top of our funnel, we try to cast a large & wide net with a lot of reach and exposure to Sylvania
brand. The goal of the top of the funnel is to create brand awareness. At this point in the marketing
strategy, it’s not important for someone to know what we do and why we do what we do. As long as they
know we exist. The whole point of this phase is to make the name & logo stick somewhere in the
persona's subconsciousness. As soon as a persona has seen our brand enough times in order for them to
be aware of it, they will move on to the middle part of the funnel.
At the top of the marketing funnel, we will utilize a number of different streams which will be, but are not
limited to, the following:
- Display banner ads
- PR releases
- Influencer marketing
- Social media ads

Middle Funnel Marketing - Tell Phase
In the middle of the funnel, we narrow down our audience by giving them more information as to what
Sylvania is, what we do and why we do what we do. The goal here is for the personas to start forming
some form of brand loyalty towards Sylvania, which will drive them to want to learn more about the
project, product line & utility. Once a person has learned more about SDylvania and its product line they
will move on to the bottom part of the funnel.
In the middle of the marketing funnel we will utilize a number of different streams which will be,
but are not limited to, the following: - Whitepaper & Lite paper
- New Blogs
- Sponsored News Articles - AMA’s
- Educational videos

Bottom Funnel Marketing - Sell Phase
At the bottom of the funnel, we focus our attention on converting our persons that went through the top
and middle part of the funnel into product users or token holders. The goal here is to turn potential
customers into users that generate revenue for the company. Hence this is called the ‘Sell Phase’ of the
marketing funnel.
At the bottom of the marketing funnel we will utilize a number of different streams which will be, but are
not limited to, the following:
- NFTs for special Events - Referral system
- Company AMA’s
- Merch
- Premium Subscription NFT

